
Ice Sculptures Perth 
Terms and Conditions 

 

1. Ice  Sculptures  must  be  paid  four  weeks  prior  to  event  date. 

2. Payment is made by bank deposit. 

3. Deposits are 50% of total order. 

4. Deposits are non- refundable if client cancels order. 

5. A returnable bond must be paid on drip trays, lights and electrical components. 

6. If  deemed  by  Ice  Sculptures  Perth  that  drip trays  are  returned  in  damaged  condition,  then  a  replacement  

fee  will  be  imposed  by  Ice  Sculptures  Perth  to  the  client. If  the  electrical  transformer  or  cord  is  damaged  by  

water  (deemed  by  Ice  Sculptures  Perth)  or  other  damage,  then  a  replacement  fee  will  apply.     

7. Replacement  or  damage  fees  will  be  taken  from  the  deposit  (bond).    If  charges  exceed  the  bond  then  

additional  charges  must  be  paid  within  7  days  of  notice. 

8. Drip trays  must  be  cleaned  by  the  client,  if  they  are  not  cleaned  to  Ice  Sculptures  Perth  satisfaction,  then  

the  bond  will  be  forfeited. 

9. A delivery fee of $50 applies in the metro area.   This includes drop off of ice  sculptures  and  drip trays,  lights  

and  electrical  equipment,  and  the  pickup  of  drip trays.   

10. An additional delivery fee applies outside the metro area. 

11. Ice sculptures are delivered by Ice Sculptures Perth. 

12. Ice Sculptures Perth takes no responsibility for Ice Sculptures, drip trays, water absorbing crystals, flowers, petals 

or lights and electrical equipment after setup has been completed. 

13. Each Ice Sculpture is unique. 

14. During the construction of the ice sculptures, we use latex. 

15. Ice  Sculptures  Perth  has  no  control  over  environmental  conditions  that  determine  the  life  of  Ice  

Sculptures. 

16. The  terms  ‘I’,  ‘we’,  or  Ice  Sculptures  Perth  refers  to  the  business  Ice  Sculptures  Perth. 

17. The term ‘client’ refers to the person/s purchasing ice sculpture/s. I  have  read,  understand  and  agree  to  the  

conditions  of  purchase   

 

 

_______________________________________________________ 

Signed Date 

 

 

_______________________________________________________ 

Name (first, surname) Contact number 

 


